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About This Game

CONCEPT

Based on the japanese folklore of the "wish trees",
 you will have to grant the wish(moral or not) of anonymous people.
 Select your mission in the order you want and slain your enemies.

GAMEPLAY

Samurai Wish is a classic top down action game. It's fast, fun and it's a "straight to the core" experience.
The combat style is dynamic and intense. It's also challenging and requires reflexes.

Your Katana will let you dash at high speed.

Your Shuriken will let you shoot from long range.

In case of desperate situation, you will flee like a mist. (Or use your katana to deflect bullets :p)

Die, retry, die, retry with all the tools that let you play as you wish!

Approximately 4 hours for a first run. Let's try hard!
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TARGET AUDIENCE

For those who love savagery and brutality.

For those who love "die and retry".

For those who love simplicity and efficiency.

For those who loved moral or amoral objectives.

STORY

Here is the story of a samurai, borned in the Clan of the Wishmakers.
 He grew and learned the old art of fighting, increasing his strength and his agility.
 He fights for only one purpose: fulfill people's dreams.

STYLE

Listen to awesome hip hop beats (Samurai Champloo style).
 Feel the relaxing japanese music when it's time to have a break in your dojo.
 And for the bests, change your hat to impose your style.
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FEATURES

- 14 missions
- 57 achievements
- 15 hats to unlock
- Dash to your enemies
- Use your invulnerability spell to avoid death
- Reflect the bullets to safely kill your foes
- Snipe enemies with your shuriken and your Overview ability
- Fast paced and dynamic gameplay
- Scoring system
- Awesome hip hop OST
- Relax at your dojo
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Title: Samurai Wish
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Gregory Joerger
Publisher:
Grégory Joerger
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2018
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A game with potential, however there is no reward system what so ever.. I think is a fun game, is not a war game like the others,
is more a puzzle combined with marine battle, I find some voices funny and the gameplay ends up very good when you
understand what is happening. The downside of the game is that it doesn't have a good tutorial, it doesn't tell you how to get the
blast mode, that the water grows if you miss shots, what does the weapons do, stuff that can be frustatring when you start and
don't know what are you doing.. Here's a drunk let's play for ya!

https://youtu.be/us0Fu9vbF2s

A couple glitches here and there and it is a little slow in the beginning but it starts to pick up so the pacing is good. Graphics
look good and I have to admit that the story leaves me intrigued. You can follow along with my let's play here
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClAxGRMIQ6cfZ1bLM75eSyQ. Unexpectedly fun and challenging, yet bizarre. I liked it
XD. Melhor programa de gravação que já usei, muito completo.
Recomendo.. Truly an awful attempt. But there was so much potential here. Quite a shame.

First thing you'll notice is that you can't change the settings. It looks like it's changed but it automatically goes back as soon as
you leave the settings page. This would almost be acceptable if the rest of the game were ok, which it isn't.

On my computer, which runs everything fine, the music pulsates in and out during the opening scene (and other times at
random) until you reach the house. The voice acting is atrocious. Literally, I could have done better. The game runs fine
sometimes and stutters at other times. Occasionally, the game jumps out of full screen and you lose control of the mouse and
have to click back on the game again. AND the first enemy that you face will kill you repeatedly until you figure a way through.
He's invisible and isn't effected by crouching and hiding. He just comes straight at you and kills you.

The textures are nice, but outside of that, it feels like something that you would download from IndieDB for free--and then get
frustrated with and quit playing.. Bought this in 2016 just now started playing, pretty good i guess.. Worthwhile pack if you
enjoy the game and want some extra character spots and goodies.. Worms Crazy Golf is basically challenge mode ripped out of
classic worms and presented as a full game. While it still retain the absolutely flawless physics from the previous games and the
very familiar controls, the game’s focus far too much on challenge goals and not enough on insane and over the top worms
weaponry and humor. Sure there is parachuting golf balls and reverse gravity, but those are far tame compared to the signature
holy grenade, super sheep, and the banana bomb. Level designs are extremely poor with course objective such as coins placed in
ridiculous, and in lot of cases, impossible places. I suppose it’s not really a surprise that this is actually an IOS ported to pc. The
final slap in the face is that this version is 3 times more expensive than the IOS edition.
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Massive amounts of potential with this one. The art is amazing, the gameplay is pretty solid and the story could go in some really
interesting directions. I'm really excited to see where this goes.. What a waste of money!. Lovely maps and well-conceived
characters with a neat story. I was really excited when I saw how much work and love this game contains. I really had the feeling
this game is balanced since I didn't get much money and still had enough to buy my stuff.

Or at least I thought so. That was only what it looked like at first.
As I kept playing there where more and more bugs and annoying points that made me curse out loud.

Some enemies can't be avoided because they are bugging. I can't even run from their fights because they start again
immediately.

Instead of ordinary skills I have so called 'crests' that can be found anywhere. And here's the tricky part: I have two groups I am
playing with. Two different sides. And if I use one crest with group A I just can't use it for group B. So if I need some heal and
already used it with one party I am pretty unlucky and have to fight without it. Sounds funny, huh? I don't even know when
there's the next jump so I can unequip my crests before it's too late. Reloading old save games shouldn't be the only option here.

There are almost no enemy groups with less than three mobs. I need at least one round to kill one of them and every enemy
makes my HP and MP drop very fast. So at one point in the game I had no heal, no HP, no mana. No possibility to heal myself
or buy stuff. And then there's a boss monster, hitting me with a 500 damage AoE while my party doesn't have more than 1,300
HP each. Sometimes I got healed before a hard fight but I guess this time I just got unlucky again.
Some enemies spam their strong attacks which deal up to half of my entire HP .. even AoEs are that strong sometimes.

I really wanted to recommend it but I can't. It has so much potential and looked so good at first sight but I am not happy with
how it turned out. I am not surprised there are so many people who didn't play until the end.

EDIT: I can't believe I beat this game. Sadly it didn't get any better with those annoying fights and too strong enemies. I was
always scared of what might appear next. But I got used to it, found my own way to defeat them all. Had to reload some saves
and tried it again.. sometimes I just had to get lucky. But I am still somewhat proud of myself now. :D

Over all I had fun playing this game .. and sometimes I had not.. It's a mind-blowingly masterpiece. As you play, you'll get to
know the game's mechanism for each stage, and finally feel yourself "be a friend with it". It's an unspeakable feeling that can
only be understood by playing.
Maybe that, is the essence of game as an art.. Great potential and cheap to buy. Diner Bros is a very fun game to play, best with
co op, very good dev, need a longer storry mode. Is surprisingly still fun.. for people who want to play more hitman/splinter cell
games, otherwise go play those. I was really excited to play this on release but was extremely disappointed. I didn't realize you
would be stuck in one room at a time per level trying to scare people by knocking down an item. I thought maybe you would get
free roam throughout the house. I would not recommend this to anyone.
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